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   In a preceding, introductory paPer*'" the author adopted three terms:
life form, synusia and life zone. At the bSginning of this paper it will be
convenient to explain concisely these concepts once more, because this paper
deals with some generalizations based upon such concepts witlt references
to the distribution of mayfiy nymphs in Japanese torrents, to which the
author have devoted many years in observation and study.
   These three coRcepts were proposed by different investigators. The
concept of life form was proposed by RAvNi<iAER, that of synusia by GAMs
and that of tife zone by MERRiAM. Each oRe of these concepts was defined
to have a special reference to different sets of phenomena so that the in-
herent relation between these concepts has not yet been proper!y emphasized.
There has been an apparent lack of endeavour to correlate the results of
researches on the problem of distrlbution of organisms carried out from
the taxonomic as.well as the ecological standpoint.
   By lzfe form is not meant any structure of such organism as a lifeless
rnuseum specimen which used so iong to be the sole object of study in tax-
on'omy, but it refers to a rnode of Iife that is manifested by that living
organism because of such a structure. Numerous organisms with the similar
structural pians manifest a similar lifeform. This is an important funda-
mental point in the life-form principle. When there are various structural
plans there may be various life forms. Organisms with different structural
plans do not, as a rule, coexist on the earth surface in a chaotic and ever-
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la'sting struggle. If the organisms withdifferent life forms coexist it may
be taken as an evidence of the biotic community as a whole, being an
organized system with a definite structure. The fact •tkat various organ-
isms are able to coexist iR a given situation is chiefly due to the habitat
segregation within that space according to the diffe_rence in Iife form among
therr}. The general fact that organisms with similar structures are most
frequently found in similar habitats is only natural because they have a
similar life fortn. Since many, if not all, structures of the organisrn are
more or ress correlated to its habitat, it is plain that the question of habitat

forms a principal part of the concept of life form.

    Now, assuming that the organisms with a similar life form have a
' similar bodily structure and Iive in a simiiar habitat, the analysis of a biotic

community in terms of life forms requires a taxonomic procedure on one
ltand aRd' an analysis of habitats on the other hand. The possibility of
recognition of a tree Iayer within the plant community, in the same way,
is evidently due to the fact that the structure of each coRstituent tree of
that layer and the space occupied by it are recognized by us as such.
Such a tree layer iRcluded within, and forming an integral part of, the
plant community under conSideration is called a SYnz{sia by some piant
ecologists. This term is taken fo signify an aggregation of organlsins with
a similar life form and therefore naturally with a simitar iife' habitat form-
ing a social structure with the organic life of the community to which
this synusia belongs. In this sense the term synusia inay be of some use
in animal ecology too, so that it is adopted in the present paper.
    SMu'rs (1926) has employed a very suggestive term, `fieid', in connec-
tioR with the eRvironment of organisms. In my opinion the kabitat may
be interpreted as a field of life with an individual organisrn at its center.
The interwoven complex of life fields constitutes a spatial stage for the
unfolding of the life activities of a synusia. In short a syftusia may be
regarded as a socially organized iife form. '

    The ecological aRalysis of a biotic community in terms of synusiae
must inevitably reach tlte final category or the final unit of the community.
This final unit is found'in the synusia consisting of the life .form of a
taxonomicaily defined species, and may be designated as sPecific symtsia.
On reaching this stage of analysis, our ecological study of community may
be called to have achieved a concrete result. Such idea of specific synusia

fil{s up a logical gap between autoecology and synecology.
    The part is recogRized as such only when tfte whole, .in which the part
is included, is anticipated. As a part of the whole it has a definite func-
tion and structure of its own. When a synusia is recognized as a part
of the community as a whole, it must have a function correlated with struc-
ture of its own as its concrete content. The presence or the absence of
such a concrete content forms a criterion for ju(iging vvhether the ana-
lytical proceclure adopted is based on an objective, that is, scientific founda-

tion or on a subjective, that is, mere philosophical foundation. As to the
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 categories and the number of categories of synusiae above the specific
 synusia to be expected in an ecologicai analysis csf a biotic community,
 future investigations alone will be able to establish on a geReral basis.
    Proceeding to the case of the mayfiynymphs as the bottom inhabitants
of torreRts, the specialization in life forms may correspond with the dif-
Serences in environmental conditions and in that case the correlation bet-
ween the taxonomic differentiation and the habitat segregation is not hard
to be recognized. Such facts have suggested to tlie author that the synusiae
may be interpteted to be constructed of many specific synusiae as their

parts and they reveai their own structures in the arrangement of these
specific synusiae. To elucidate these points with an especial reference to
the Japanese EcDyoNuRmAE 2s the central concern of this thesis. To apply
the term lzfe 2one to sttch an arrangement of specific synusiae is not only

in conformity with the original meaning of the term but also useful in
clarifying its contents by restricting it to rational usage.

    In the latter part of this paper, a classification of river types is at-
tempted on the basis of an ecoiogical structure, namely, life zone arrange-
ment, and two types are recognized in regard to the Japanese torrents.
I am aware of that any synecological efforts can not be compiete unless
all• environmental factors, physical as well as biotic, are consulted. In the
present paper, however, all physical and chemical natures of the water such
as turbidity, acidity and N-ion concentration, are neglected for simplicity's
sake. Neither the food compiex nor the spatial reiation between the mayfiies
and the other grottps of animal or plant are considered, so that all con-
clusions proposed in the present paper are of preliminary and more or less
hypothetical and must be checl<ed and worked out further and more ac-
curately in future works of inyself or some other ecoiogists of Japan.
    It is with great pleasure that I effer my grateful thanks to Prof. T.
KAwAMuRA for his constant iRterest and advices in my work which made
these series of reports possible. My sincere thanks are also due to Dr. H.
YuAsA for reading through the manuscript and for giving valuable sug-
gestions. I must also heartily thank those gent!emen whose names are al-
ready mentiQned in the previous paper for their valuable helps.

                     Two series of life zones

   In the preceding paper I have pointed out the following •!ife zones in
terms of specific synusiae forming the Ecdyonesrus-Epeoras synusia which
are arranged• according to the velocity of the stream:
        Ecd. yoshidae->Ep. latifoliz{m---.Ep. curvatztzus•.ED. ueszoi.

   Although that paper was-not accompanied by any suthcient statistical
data this series of Iife zones was ascertained to be reaily existing, for in-
stance tliey are easily recognizable at aRy time betweeR April and October
in the Kamogawa River at Shimogamo, Kyoto. Whether all four of the
spechic synusiae are found or some of them is lacking !n any cross-sectiolt
there, granting other situations to be satisfied, seems to be correlated not
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directly to the distribtttion of the absolute quantity of the velocity of the
stream in that cross-section, but to the relative arrangement of the velocity
in that cross-section"as well as to those in the surrounding sections. In
other words, it means that life z6nes found at a set of habitat arrange-
ment remain in a relatively stationary state in spite of the considerable
change in the velocity of the stream from the high water of the spring
fiood to the low water of the midsummer, when the water is much drawn
into the rice-fields for irrigation. Perhaps each specific synusia is not rigid

but rather ptastic in itself to any environmental change. WheR any shift•
ing of'life zones corresponding to such an environmental change as the
change of the velocity of'water stream is not visibie, it is highlyprdbable
that eaeh specific synusia does regulate itself against the existence of'its
neighbouring specific synusiae in constantly changing envirorimental cen-
ditions.

    The river always changes its character, physical or chemical, as its
water travels seaward, so that there occur also the changes of its biological
character between in its course. Naturally there arises a question as to
what extent the same set of life zones is found in so far as there is found
the corresponding set of habitat arrangement in such a variable nature of
ariver system. Ihave chosen the Kamogawa* River for the purpose of
solving this question aRd have surveyed it up to the source of one of its
tributaries, just be!ow the Sery6• Pass <690 meters), 10 kilometers NNW of
our university as the crow fiies, after followiRg ttp the Ichlharagawa and
Kibunegawa throughout, each of which is a part of the surveyed river system
named after tke village that the river passes througlt. Other large tributa-

ries as the Kumogahatagawa and the Shizuharagawa, aRd some srnall val-
leys as well as those of other river systems contiguous to the Kamogawa
River have been surveyed in case of necessity or when l. made an excur-
sion there. My investigation has brought to lightthe fact that the distribu-
tional range of each of spechic synusiae of mayfiy nymphs ls not identi-
cal but most of them are succeeded by otheg equivalent specific synusiae
In the upper region of the river at some distance from i.ts source. Here
I wish again to illustrate this phenomeRon by the Ecdyonttpttts-EPeoTtts
synusia as I consider it as the most characteristic ony among various
synusiae of mayfiy nymphs found in Japanese torrents'•.
    Ecdyomeras yoskidae gradually disappears while other species of Ecdyo-
narMs, EcdyonteraS kibaneitsis or Ecdyontsrt{s tobiieronis begins to appear in
the upper region, rough!y speaking, about Kibune. EPeort(s latifolium
disappears before'or. after. Ecdyomtrus ybshidae does but is not' succeeded
by other species during the summer. EPeorus citrvatz{lus is succeeded by
such mayfiy nymphs that are very similar to itself in general appearance
and habits. They are destitute of the typical C-shaped marl<ings of EPeoms
curvatttlus on the frontai part of their head as well as other lighter marl<-

ee The suMx `gawa' means a river in the japanese Ianguage.
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ing$ of Epeqnts cztrvatulits on their thora.x and abdomen, so they appear
darl<er in coiour than EpeQrus curvatuhts. I have reared these nymphs and
obtained imagines. When compared with the typical form of imagines of
Epeqrtts cu7vatztlzf$, I found that their imaginal characters examined seem
to .be not enough to separate them as a distinct species from Epeort{s
carvatulus. Moreover, there have been sometimes collected tra4sitional
forms between these nymphs and those of Epeortts curvatultts in their transi-
tional belt or their transitional season of appearance. Therefore I consider
them as merely a form of EPeortts -cztrvatzscus and describe thepe in the
present study uncler the name of Epeorz{s.c"rvatzzt"s ctemttLus. And at Iast
individuals of Epeorus uenei, the inhabitant of the most rapid part of the
stream, are succeeded by ehose of another Ebeoytts species, an equally com-
petent inhabitant of the rapid water with equally eniarged first gill-lamel-
lae as Epeorus uenoi, viz., Epeor•us hz'ematis in the upper mountain regibR.

    Consequently, in some upper region of the river system surveyed, life
zones in the Ecdyon•nvess-Epeor•us synusia arranged according to the velocity
of the stream may be recognized as follows :
    Ecd. kibunensis or Ecd. tobii.ronis.Ep. cvtrvatultts cumulus-->Ep. kiemalis.
But again, in Epeoras...carvatttLus cntmttlass and Epeovas hiemalis the latter
disappears first when the survey proceeds further upward, because the river
is becoming smaller and smaller 4s it approaches to its source and the
habitat occupancy by Epeovas hiemalis is becoming more and more dificult
relating to the habitaf arrangement there than in other species. By the
same •reason, EP7 eorus curvatulus cumsclus should be excluded next where
their habitats are no more avai!able in the trickling rivulet of the head-
water, and further above, Ecdyonttrus only find their habitats. But Ecdyb-
nurus kibunensis is not distributed so far as to such an.upper region, as
they are succeeded by another Ecdyonurus species, Ecdyon"rus tigris, at some
distance beiow the source. TheR we may find in the uppermost region or
the true, spring-fed source of the river, where the velocity of the stream
is much reduced and large boulders are scarecely present, two Ecdyonurus
species, Ecdyonurus tigris and Ecdpanurt{s iobiironis, the former outnumber-
ing the latter.

   T.heR the life zone arrangernent as the arrangement of specific synusiae
recogRized aiong the course of the river may be represented, for instance,
in the slowest part of the stream, from the lower region to the up.per region
as follows :
      Ecd. yoshidae.Ecd. hibtenensis or Ecd. tobiironis->Ecd. tigris.

Although we should now recognize two series of life zones in the same
EcdyoRztr.tts-Epeorets synusia, it is of significaRce that this series of iife zones

is different in its character from the otker series of life zones which is ar-

ratiged according to the velocity of the stream and has been mentioned to
be recognizable in the direction across the stream, for instance :
        Ecd. yoshidae.Ep. latzfolizfm-_Ep. curvatttltts_Ep . uenoi.
   The difference between this and the foregoing series of life zones appears
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at first sight to exist in the difference of the•direction of the arrangement.
But as life zones correlating to the velocity of the stream is not only ar-
ranged in the direction across the stream hnt also may be arranged in the
direction along the stream if the set of habitat arrangement corresponding
to the velocity of the stream is found in that direction. Nence the essential
difference between these two series is not in the direction of the arrange-
ment. On the other hand, we may fikd a coRsiderable difference between
these two series when we examine the life form arrangement correspond-
ing to the life zone arrangement. The series of life zones correlating to
the velocity of the stream reveals a more remarl<able change between res-
pective life forms than in another series of life zones, the change which
often corresponds with the difference between the genera considered from
the structural or taxonomic poiRt of view. In the foregoiRg instance we
see a change from EcdyonuTus to EPeorus and alsoachange frorn EPeoress
without enlarged first gill-laraellae to EPeor"s with enlarged first gill-iamel-

lae. While in another series the change between respective life forms is
much smaller, usually comined in the same genus as in the case of the

change of .       Ecd. yoshidae•-Ecd. hibu"ensis or Ecd. tobiironis-Ecd.•tigris.

or in the same species as in the case of the change between Epeorus •
curvatulzts and Epeorus curvatttlus cumulus.

    I have already rnentioned that in the evolution of the life form many
                                                fit/.structurai differentiation can be considered in connection with any habitat

segre' g' ation. If the taxoRomic treatment is ideal, i. e. the group of animal
is classified according to true natural aMnities any structural differentia-
tion such as corr}prehended in a conception of the geRus shall be prior to
that which is comprehended in a conception of the species and it shall be
recognized that the habitat segregation corresponding to the generic dif-
ferentiation is prior to that corresponding to the specific differentiation
arnong the same genus. That is to say tha.t in two series of life form
arrangements corresponding to' two series of life zones, one correlating to
the veiocity of the stream is in general more fundamental in the study of
distribution as a problem relating to the occupancy, for it is indicative of
the habitat segregation pretty well correspoRding to tke generic differentia-
tion. Under such consideration I wish now to distinguish these two series
of life zones by describing the one series correlatiRg to the velocity of the
streain as `life zones of the first order ', and the other series recognized in
tracing the similar set of the habitat arrangemeRt in the course of a river
as `life zones of the second order '.

    The above mentioned generalization thatthe generic differentiation is
always prior to the specific differeRtiation may appeav to prove too much,
since there may be some exceptional cases of this rule in which the generic
characters are too poor to cover the. dfferent characters of' all species in
that genus and• accordingly there exist no fair parallelism between the
taxonQmical differentiation and the habitat segregation. But as far as I
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kRow such exceptional cases have never been found in the inayfly nymphs
of our running waters and I believe that my conclttsion proposed in the
present paper is quite true and good enough to be app!ied to the synecology
of the mayflies of ail streams and torrents.

                   Seasonai change in Iife zones

    Before entering the discussion of distributional problems concerning
our mayfly nymphs it may not be out of place to mention here an outline
of the seasonal change of the fallfta of these insects. The seasonal change
of any fauna is attributable to the difference in the life histories among its
constitueRts. If a species needs an interval of more than a year foy its
nymphal stage, this nymph should be found throughout the year. If a
species cornpietes one generatioR in one year, the seasoR of the appearance
of its nymphs should naturally be connected with the season of the emer-
gence of its imagines. Thus, Rymphs of most spring mayfiies such as
Aineletzts costalis, Heptagenia kihada, Epeortts ikanonis1 EphemereUa basalis,
Ehhemerella tongicaudata and so on, wiil commense to appear in the late
atrumn forming important constituents of the winter fauna. If a species
.completes two generations a year and the emergence of its imagines takes
place twice each year, in the spring and the autumn, such as Ecdyonurus
tobiironis, then its nymphs will be found either in the winter or the summer.
If a species completes more than two generations in one year and the
emergence of its imagines takes place at any time between the spriRg and
the autumR, such are the case with EcaNonun{s Noshtdae and Epeort{s lati-
folium Their nymphs are found in all seasons i. e. almost continuously.
    Indeed, the nyrnph of Baetis thermicus, for instance, is found throughout
a year, but that of Ecdyonasrus Noshiciae or E_beorbls latifolium is not found
in winter. In such a species as Ecdyont-ents yositidae, the emergence of which
imagines takes place continuously in the warmer season, its generatien are
always overlapping or in other words, there are always found individuals
in various stages of its life history. And as this condition continues till
the late autumn and again appears in the spring, we may expect there are
also individuals in various stages in any place during the winter. in reality,
l have often found the nymphs of Ecdyonurus yoshiaae in the mud under
stone in midwinter, although I couid not find them in their normal habitats.
It seems likely that Epeoysts latifolium does not hibernate in the nymphal
stage' lil<e Ecdyonttras yoshidae but in the egg stage, as there are found no

nymphs till next spring after its synchroltous swarming occuring every
year in the late autumn. In other families, the nymph of SiPhionurws
sanuhensts also hibernates in the muddy bottom of a pool along the side
of the stream.
    During the hibernation such species 'may cease their development, but
wili their places remain unoccupied after they recede to their hibernating
places? There is no Ecdyomtrtts which takes the place of Ecdyonur-us
yoshidae in winter, whereas EPeonts latz: olium is fairly succeeded by another
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species, EPeorL{s ileanonis, which develdps in winter in the habitat formerly

occupied by EPeoras latzfolium and emerges in the early spring before EPeortts
latifolium again appears. In this way, EPeort{s.curvatulus seems. to be suc-
ceeded also by EpeorMs ikanonis in the lower region and to EPeonts naPaeus
in the upper region of the river systern under consideration, while EPeoress
hiemalis of the upper region gives its place to EPeoras aescztlus after its
emergence in the late autumn. But as exceptions, there are EP7 eoms uenoi
and EPeoras curvatalus cumulus, which are found throughout the year as
they remain in their normal habitats evenin winter, and there are no more
EPeorMs to take their places in this season. Aithough the former seems to
perform scarcely any development in this season as in other hibernating
species, it is noticeable that the latter is active aRd develops as in the nymph
of the winter form of Baetis thermictts. If there is found the seasonal di-
morphism in one species, oRe form which appears in tlte cooler season is
usually darker iit its coloration than the other form which appears in the
warmer season. I have already reported on such a dimorphism found iR
the imagines of Epeortts lat•ifoZinm aftd Baetis thermicus. Considering from
these facts, EPeorzas curvattelus cumulus may possibly be recognized as a
melanistic form of Epeoras curvatulus, found in the oligotrophic, clear, cool
watey of the upper region, even if it is not yet safe to say tltat it repre-
sents the winter form in the seasonal'dimorphisrn of that species.
   I should like to mention here two more examples before I finish the
description of the seasonal change of specles belonging to the EcdyonurMs-
EPeorMs life form group. In winter there aye sometimes found EcdyonuTNs
tobiironis and HePtagenia kihada together in the spriRg-fed source of the
river where iR summer Ecdyonttrops tobiironis and EcaNenuvus tigris !ive. In
this connection, the life form of HePtagenia lzihada seems to demonstrate a
relation to the life form of Ecdyonttress, although it may be properly an-
ticipated from the morphological afinity of these two genera. But it is
rnore interestiRg that in winter some species beionging to the genus Cinygma,
say, Cinygma hi•rasana, occupies the habitat where Ecdyonur"s feibunensis
lives in the warmer season. Consequently, it may be concluded that the
life form of some Cinygma species is equivalent to that of EcdyonuTus
leibunensis. However, it does not foilow that the life form of Cinygma
species i's accordingly also equivalent to that of Ecdyonurus yoslzidae. That
is to say that the life form ef Ecdyonarus feibanensis is not exactly equiva-
lent to that of Ec(lyonurLts yoshidae, as the former is much sma!ler in size
than the latter and is the inhabitaRt of smalier stones than those which
the latter prefers to as its habitat.

   In the preceding paper I have emphasizecl the difference between two
life form groups of thg family EcDyoNuRiDAE, viz., the Ecdyonscras-Epeoms
life form. group and the Cinygma-Rhithrogena life form group on the basis
of life forms. Bttt froTn further ecological consideration I must point out
here the close adinity between these two groups which justifies the inclu-
sion of these two groups in the family EcDyoNuRiDAE, a higher category of
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the life form group, since as mentioRed above, even two species belonging
to the dffereRt groups are considered as only complementary to each
other through the seasonal acljustment in their occupancy of the same
habitat.

Spatial. distribution of some

    Table 1.

mayfiy nymphs in the I<amogawariver system.
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Seasonal distribution of

       Table 2.
some mayfly nymphs in the Kamogawa river system.
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   Once the seasonal change of the fauna concerning and within the family
EcDyoNuRmAE is clearly understood, then we should be able to understand
the seasoRal change of the Iife zone arrangement in reference to the species
of the sarne family without further explaRations. Life zones are recognized
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as specific synusiae are opposed'to each other, but they are also syRtbesized
into a higher synecological or biosociological category corresponding to
the synusia of the faraiiy EcDyoNuRmAE, as specific synusiae are comple-
mentary to each other in space' and in season, as if they occupy and main-
tain their common habitat as a part of that of a fami!y, by means of their
common life form which is descended from their common ancestor, stand-
ing against the synusiae of other animals of dfferent !ife forms or different
phylogenies.
   I have hitherto concerned with the family EcDyoNuRmAF. alrnost ex-
clusiveiy and Iaave mentioned Iife zone phenomefta citing instances from
it, but of course such phenomena may be recognized in other synusiae
correspgnding to that of the famiiy EcDyoNuRmAE. The above two tabies,
the one representing the spatial distribution of some important species
of mayfly nymphs found in the river system surveyed by myself, the other
representing their seasonal distribution, are offered hoping to he!p to es-
tabiish the general concept of life zone phenomeRa.

      Furtker investigation ef life zones of the secend order

   I kave peinted out that the life zone arrangernent caR be considered
as the structure of a synusia, iR which each specific synusia as the com-
ponent adjusts itself to its succeediRg ones in its spatia! as weli as its tem-

poral distribution. And although there are two series of life zones in the
same synusial extension, it has been censidered that the life zones of the
first order is arranged according to the velocity of the stream. Now it is
the ptirpose of this section to examine the life zoRes of the second order
                                                           Emore ' c!osely.

            X. Distribution within the given river system

   That the life zones of the second order are arranged from the upper
region to the lower region in the direction of. the course of the river is
suggestive of a kind ef the altitudrdal distributiek of fauna or fiora in a

mountainous country such as Japan. But in our case the aititude is not
always correlated with the life zone arrangement, since the segregation of
iife zones of the second order is also observed even at an almost equal
level, when we select a section of the river with various tributaries, large
and spaall, and examine the fauna of each tributary. The study makes it
soon evident that the smaller the tributary, the rnore its fauna bears re-
sernblance to that of the upper region of the main stream and vice versa.
I will give here an exainple obtained• from the survey section "Ichihara-
Kurumazaka" at an altitude of about 140-150 rneters high, which is repre-
sented the summer fauna of the Ecdyon2trns-EPeoras life form group of the
family EcDyoNuRmAE.

     a) spring Ecd. tigris
     b> smallest tributary Ecd. tigris, EP. cnvvatulus
     c) somewhat large tributary Ecd. leibunensis, EP. curvatulus,
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seems to coincide with the scheme of SKEmoRp in the superficial cornparison•
But he did not try aity analysis of life forms of fishes, so that he rfatura!ly

did not touch upon the question of synusia aRd iife zones which I am em-
phasiging in this study. Although his data are homogeneous at th.at point
that they are all fishes, is it justifiable to coRsider that each species of them

belongs to the same synusia? Is there any recognizable arrangement of
life zones of the second order as I have mentioned above? For instance,
the horned dace <Semotilus atromaculattts) which is described as a fish
characteristics of the headwater or the youngest section of a stream, is
found distributed also in the low6r course of the stream or tke older sec-
tion of the stream, according to his comment. The successive appearance
of species in his case is no more than the superposition of different synusiae,

or at best as a pkenomenon within the extent of the life zone phenomena.
of the first order, corresponding to the.ever increasing depth of the stream
or anything else in tlte change of the stream taking place as it follows its
downward course. I have already mentioned a similar case observed ln the
Ecdyonunts-EPeorMs synusia in the upper region of my surveyedriver system,
in which Ecdyon"vas tigris, EPeort•ts curvatulus ctcmulus and EPeorus hiemaif.s

appear successively from the headwater downwards. IR both cases the
phenomeRa do not contain any ai'rangement of specific synusiae recognized
as life zoRes of the second order as defined above.

    Though I do Rot hesitate to recognize the common fact in his and my
cases that the similar physiographic condition is occupied by the similar
fattna, it is recognizable from my case tl3at each fauna is not always comi
posed.by the superposition of species. At the same time it is also recogni-
zable that every component in a fauna is not always replaced by a new one
in the other fauna. When the faunadis compared with the fauna c, it is
observed that Ecdyonurus yoshidae and EPeorus uenoi are replaced by• Ecd-
yqnuras kibanensis and EPeoTMs hiemQtis respectively, while EPeortts latifolittm

is absent in the latter fauna and EPeprus cKrvatulu$ is common in both
faunas. Then it follows that the segregation of life zoiies of the second
order does not always take place simultaneously in each series of specific

                                EP. hieMaliS
   d) main stream Ecd. Noshiclae, Ep. latifolium,
                                EP. curvatttlus
                                EP. uenoz
 SKELFoRD" discussed the distribution of fishes in the North Shore stream
Lake Michigan and concluded that the fish fauna of any section in a
    is dependent on the stage Qf that sectioxx reached by the develop-
    processes in the physiography of the stream itself, as ltad originally
  pointed out by C. C. ADAMs. Hence it followed that the smaller and
    the stream, the mpre closely its fauna resembles to that of the
   course of the l.arger and longer stream, and in this respect my result

ee Se!ELFoRD, V. E., 1913, Animal communities in temperate America, pp. 108--Y3.
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synusiae situated in the similar position in the life zone arrangement of
the first order. IR this way, Eed. Nonuvtts series are considered in this ex-
ample to be segregated into three specific synusiae which may be recognized
in the life zone arrangement as ECdyQnurtts tigris zone, Ecdyonuv•us feibanensis
zone and Ecdyonurus yoshidae zone ,at an almost equal leve!, whe'reas they
are arranged in turn in the course of the main stream from its headwater
downwards. Life zone arrangement rnay be regarded as discontinuous when
tracing a rivey from the main stream to its small tributary, because of the
lack of some intervening zone as the Ecdyonurus ltibttnensis .zone in this
example, and such a discontinuous arrangement of life zones is always
observed correspokding to the discontinuous conjunction in the river system
itself.

   I consider tlaat such segregation of life zones of the second order may
be more proper!y exemplified in the classically known successive distribu-
tion of three species of planarians in Europe, viz., P;anaria alPina, PotNceris

cornuta and Planaria gonocePhala, and in the similar case in our country,
represented in the following species as Ptana}'i,avi.vi,da, Potyceris ausc'c"lata

and Ptanaptia gonocephala, which has been aiready studied by KABuRAGi*
and USNo,"* rather than in the example of the distribution of fishes cite<l
above. Various theories have hitherto been proposed to explain the suc-
cessive distribution of planarians, but the water ternperature, taking its
annual change into consideratioR, seems to be accepted by most authors
as a prirnarily important factor for this problem. To be sure, it will not
be suMcient to consider that the similarity observed between the fauna of
the smali tributary fiowing into the main stream at an altg'tude of only 150
meters high and that of the headwater of the main stream at an altitude
of more than 55e meters high, depends upon the merephysiographic• simi-
larity, for there is also the clearly recognizab!e similarity of the water tem-

perature between these two places, which may be to the distributional
probiem of mayfiy nymphs as important as to that of planarians. My
aftother paperlj'** is referred for the detaiis of this similarity, in which the

distribution of the water temperature within the surveyed river system in
the summer of 1936 is mentioned.
                e   But to what extent is the life zone segregation correlat'ed to the distri-
bution of the water temperature? Granted that the appearance of the
headwater inhabitants such as Ecdyonuptess t•igris, Ueptagenia kihada and
Ameletus feyotoensis at so low an altitude as the foot-hill line, is correlated

to the water temperature in the small tributary there, it is bttt natural that

    if KABvRAGi, T., 1922, 0n some Japanese freshwater Triclads; with a note on
the parallelisra in their distribtttion in F.urope and Japan. Jour. Coll. Sci. Tokyo
Imp. Univ., vol. 44, art. 2.

   ee:'i' . UENo, M., 1931, 0n the distribution of planarians in mountain streams. Chi-
kYu, vol. 15, pp. 260-279. (In Japanese).

  N':i"ve IM.xNisHi, K., 1937, 0n the stream water temperature in the vicinity of Kyoto•

Jap. Jour. Limnology, vol. 7, pp. 173-l83. (In Japanese).
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the water temperature decreases, in as much as the air temperaturee•de-
creases, according to the increase of the altitude. Then we should expect
some other segregation of life zones of the second order in the high al-
titude of the Japanese Aips where the highest summit reaches over 3100
meters high, though in the Kamogawa river system hitherto' considered, it
does not reach to even aR altitude of 900 meters.

            2. I)istributioR in the Northern Japanese Alps

   That the life'zone arrangement of the second order is not directly cor-
related to the aititude has already been discussed above. Now it will be
assumed as a working hypothesis that the arrangemeRt of the second order
is correlated to such an environmental arrangement as represented by tke
water temperature, just as that of the first order is correlated to the
ha6itat arrangement as repreSented by the velocity of water stream. Then

any species wkich is distributed at a !imited altitude in the Kamogawa
river system may appear agaiR in the river system based on the higher
altitude, if there is found the Proper arrangement of habitat and temperature.
The typical inhabitaRts of the lower region of the Kamogawa such as
Siphlonurass samekensiS, Ecd onurns yoshidae or EPeonts ihanonis are known
from some streams fiowing ,in the Matsumoto basin at an altitude of 700-
900 meters, or from the Kisogawa at Kisoful<ushima at an altitude of 750
meters. It seems probable that the physiographic rnaturity of the river
system itself in each of these coilectiRg places combined with its relatively
high water temperature enables them to be distributed tkere in spite of
its yel.atively high altitude.
   Having dealt with the survey of th6 distributioR of mayfly nymphs in

the district of Kyoto as well as the district of the Northern JapaRese Alps
since 1927, I should lil<e to consider it as a general phenomenon that the
limit of distributioxx of any species of the freshwater fauna in a river sys-
tem is usually pushed up to the higher altitude according as the mountain
system containing the river system becomes higher and more massive, and
in reaiity, this phenomenon may be oniy a specia! caseof the phenomena
due to the so-called `MassenerhebuRgl originally recognized in the Alps
of Europe, which mean that the limit of distribution of the component of
the terrestrial fauna and fiora is pushed up to the higher aititude accord-
ing that the mountaik system with such fauria or fiora becomes higher aRd
more massive. Then it follows that the mayfly nymphs in the small
tributary at some low altitude are found agaiit in the headwater of the main
stream, within the' same river system, for example the Kamogawa river
system, is not considered to be a phenomenon theoretically different from

that of the mayfiy nymphs in the lower region of the Kamogawa appear-
ing again in some larger river systems such as the Shinanogawa at some
higher altitude like the Matsumoto basin. Presumably in this way, EPeerbss
uenoi is found in a tributary of the Nakabtisagawa at an altitude of 850
meters, whiie EPeorees latifogizdim is founcl in a still higher place as I<ami-
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  k6chi, at an altitude of 1600 meters. The iimits of distribution of these
  species are notably higher in these cases than those in the Kamogawa.
     It is, kowever, premature to conclude from the above description that
  the life zone arrVangement of the second order in some r!ver system in the

  district of the Northern Japanese Alps is no more than the reproduction
  of that in the Kamogawa River on a mere larger scale, even if these two
  districts are regarded to belong to a cornmon faunal region. It is suthcient
  to notice here that sttch a consideration is a prejudice as it does not take
  into coRsideration the differeRce between the stream of the mountain system
  of high altitude and that of low altitude in their physiographic appearaRces
  as well as their temperature characteristics. Once entering into the high
  mou'ntain system proper, we shall find there usually the constantly turbulent
  but terribly dashing water of its wild stream where is scarecely/ any room
  for such a swimming life form as Ameletus to live, though Ameletus mon-
  tantts is stili found at 2300 meters in some case, distributed in its habitat
 condition, occasionaiiy found theye, while the distribution of Ameletzts
 costalis, one of the spring rnayfiies, is mainly limited to ZOOO rneters or
  thereabout.
     Now, the arrangement of life zones iR the Ecdyonscr•as-Ebeovas syitusia
 in such a situation must be considered. I find it convenient to take the
                   • summer aspect of the fauna of the Azusagawa in Kamik6chi at an altitude
 of 1600 meters, as an example. Here is found in the slowest part of the
 stream no rnore species belonging to the genus ECdyonttr"s, but a species
 of the genus Cinygma, Ciaygma kttrobensis, which is closely allie(l to Cinygma
 hirasana in the district of Kyoto. EPeorus latifotium is found as has been
 mentioned but is restricted in its distribution to the less wild stream of
 the side-valley as Tokusawa. EPeorus curvatulus is represented normally
 'by the form EPeorus curvatitlzes cumulus, which is, however, not abundant
 in its individual number. And at last, EPeorus ztenoi, an inhabitant of the
 most rapid part of the strearn, is not replaced by EPeoras hiemalis as in
 the upper regioit of the Kamogawa, but by another EPeorits species with
 equally enlarged first gil!-lamellae, EPeorus aescztlus, which appears in the
 digtrict of Kyoto before EPeortts hiemalis does there. Hence the arrange-
 meRt of life zones of the first order may be recognized as foliows:
        Ciaygma feasrobensis-EPr . curvatulus cumulus-EP . aesculus.

     Where the stream is still wilder, there is found EPeorus curvatulecs
 cumulus less and less abundant and iife zones are eiltimately afranged from
 Cinygma lettrobensis to Epeoras aesczalus directly. In this case, Epeorus
 aescaslus is distributed to almost the whole stretch of the cross-section of
• the stream except the marginal' zone where Cinygma kurobensis occupies,
 although the stream itself is, in all respects, !arger tltan in the Kamogawa
 at Shiinogamo. And such an arrangement may be observed continuously
 until we come up to the heaclwater which is often situated above the timber
 line. } collected these two representatives from a raptd emerging from the
 nev6 in the cirque of Mt. Kurobegor6, at an altitude of 2450 meters and
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also EPeortts curvataslus czsmztlus from. another more slowly fiowing rivulet
at -the same altitude of the same iocality.
                                                        A    On the contrary, where the stream is less wild as in the Otakigawa
or the Kusarigawa*, each of which is situated in the more southern por-
tion of the mountains, there appears EPeorus hiemalis, accompanied not
only with EPeorus tatzfoliu•m and EPeorbls curvateslzes but also with EpeorMs
aescultts. Then, wlll it not mean some destruction of the iife zone arrange-
ment adjusted in the seasonal distributioR between EPeort{s aescztlus and
Epeorus kiemalis in the occupancy of the most rapid part of the stream?
But the question will be sometimes applicable to the transitional belt in
which the EPeorus ttenoi zone is adJ'acent to the EPeortts aesculus zone or
the EPeorNs hiemalis zone as well. In this connection, I recognize after
the carefu{ scrutiRy of life form that where two equivaleRt species are
obliged to coexist, there is also.an adjustment in themselves. For instance,
where EPeortts aescalzts coexist with Epeorus hiemalis, the former usually
gives the occupancy of the more rapid part to the latter, as if Ebeorus
latifogizzm usually gives the occupancy of the more rapid part to EPeortts
cesrvaialus when these two species coexist. My observations on-the adjust-
ment of the life zone arrangement among three equivalent species under
consideration may be schematically stated in the following sequence :
                Ep7 . aesculzts<EP. hiemalis<EP. ztenoi.

   Bttt to what reasoR wiil the coexistence of Epeoms aesc"l"s and Epeoras
hiematis be attributable? Will it not be explicable en the basis of retarda-
tion of the appearance on the part of EPeor•Ms aesczdus owlng to the retarda-
tion of the season in high mountains, which, in turn, implies the retatida-
tion of the ikcreasing of the water temperature there? In reality, the ar-
rangement of life zones of the fiyst order such as

       Cinygma burobensis•-EP. cifrvatulzas cumulus-,EP. aesculus

is no more thaR that recognized in the spring in some upper region of the
Karnogawa, if Ciny.crma lez{rebensis is only regarded as an alpine form of
its closely allied' Ciny.crma hirasana. The water temperature at the !ower
limit oÅí tlte EPeoress aescstlus zone in the Kamogawa in May is roughly
identical with those in the streams of the Northern Japanese Alps in
August; this temperature is scarcely over 15Åé. in both cases. And this
fact seetns to justify the hypotkesis that the arrangemeRt of life zones of
the second order in a river system is correlated to the arrangement of the
water temperature in that river system, for it is more'natural to explain
the correlation between'the spatial and the seasonal distribution of "an
organism by the temperature of its medium, and it may be said frorn above
coRsiderations that the seasonal change in life zones is in itself no other
than a l<ind of the iife zone arrangement of thesecond order. Of course,
there is a physiological temperature limit to any species, but that the life

    ee This river was surveyed by Mr. T. KANi. I am indebted to him Åíor- his
- !<indness who delivered me many valuable materials collected by him.
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zone arrangement of the second order is an adjustment to a given tem-
perature arrangement oi the medium among different specific synusiae,
which are opposed to each other but alse complementary among them,
much as that of the first order is an adjustment to a given velocity ar-
rangement of the habitat, aRd in each case, the fact that the mere environ-
mentai determinism is by no means competent for its explanation, is empha-

sized here once more. ,
    If the mountain system from which the Kainogawa emerges is higher
and more massive, there is surely •found EPeoTus aes'ctilus •even in summer
 in its imaginary upper regiolt, as found in the streams of the Northern
-
Japanese Alps. On the other hand, in theseason when itis found in the
district of Kyoto, life zones in the Northern Japanese Alps are alSo con-
sidered to descend to some iow altitude, since I was able to collect 'EPeortts
aescettus from every stream fiowing into the Matsumoto basin in the middle
of April, together 'with nymphs of some typical spring mayfiies common
in the district of Kyoto such as Ameletus costalis and Ephemerella basatis.
Although, in such p!aces, EPeoras aescul"s as weil as its fellow spring
mayflies, is monogeneric as in the district of Kyoto, it may be polygeneric
in the higher region where no longer the seasonal change in life zones
takes place, but it may be again monogeneric in the still higher region
lil<e the region above the timber iine by reason of the shortage of the
available seasoR. Recognizing that such aseasonal shifting of life zones
is also attributable to the adjustment' to the temperature arrangernent of a
given river system in space and in season, I wi}l take again the summer
aspect as a standard of comparison in my further investigation.
    It is not yet possible to tal<e up the question of life zones of tlie second

order concerning the biota in general to which the designation of `the
life zones'' was originally applied by C. H. MERRiAM. In practice, however,
the segregated as well as the successive distribution among sorne species
called the `life zone indicators' arbitrarily selected from the components
of the given biota was aione recognized, in so far as the consideration of
life zenes of the second order should be primarily based upon the com-
parison of series of specific synusiae situated in the similar position in the
life zone arrangement of the first order as I have already mentioned. IR
other words, it should be based upon the comparison of the equivale' nt
specific synusiae analysed by the application of the life form prlnciple.
SHELFoRD and KENDEiGH* have rightly pointed out the weakness of MERRiAM's
temperature laws, but the existence of some llÅíe zone arrangement of the
second order recognized by MERRiAM and'  which formed the basis of his
concept of ` !ife zones ' is an obvious fact which aftef ali no one may deny

or lgR.ore.

    K' SrrELFoRD, V. F.., 1932, Life zen'es, modern ecoiogy and the failure ef tem-
perature summing. Wilson Bulletin, XL!V, pp. 144-156.

      KENDEiGf-i, S. C., 1932, A study Of Merriam's temperature laws. Ibid., pp.
I29-l43.
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   I'" have recently published an opinion concerning the `H6henstufen'
of the Northern Japanese Alps, in which I recognized four venical regions
by means of the combination of life zones of such physiographicaily and
ecologicarly dominant trees of the climax forest as those belonging to the
genu$ Abies or Fagtes. These regions are deftned as follows:
    1, the alpine region as equivalent to the zone above the tiniber line,
    2, the subalpine region as equivalent to Abies Mariesiz or Abies Veitchii

zone,
    3, the montane region as equivalent to Abies homolePis or Fagus crenata

zone,
   4, the submontane region as equivalent to the evergreen Quercus zone.
In this case, such species were used as `regionai indicators' rather than
as `Iife zoRe indicators ', or at least they were expected to be usefu! as a
standard, with which the iife zones of the secottd order belonging to the
different synusiae are compared. Then, to what extent 'do the life zones of
the second order •here considered iri the distribntion of mayfiy nymphs ex-
hibit correspondence with such a standard?
   There is, of course, few species belongiltg to the swimming life form
groups in the torrents of the Northern Japanese Alps. Ameletus montanzas
has been mentioned as being distributed to tke relatively high altitttde,
though it ls not succeeded by Ameleius feyotoensis as in the Kamogawa, in
such a high altitude, but by another Ameletzgs species, probably the nymph
of either Ameletus sttbatPi•nus or Ameletus crocezts, found in the headwater
of tke spring origin. It may be said that Ameletus Ieyotoensis is only equ-
ivalent to such a Ameletus species, if strictly spealcing from the life form
concept, but Ameletzts montanus forms a characteristic synusia by itself

'with no equivalent oRe, therefore, it is not participating iR the liÅíe zone
segregation of the second order or it may be regarded as monozonal, as in
Epeones latifolietm synusia. Other species beloRging originaily to the same
life form groups such as Baetis thermicus and BaetielZa jaPonica, which are
equal!y known froin the high altitude, are also monozonal in regard to the
!ife zone arrangement of the second order in the mountain torrent. In tlie
genus EPhemerella, only two large sized species, EPhemerella basalis aRd
Ephemerella trisPina, are commoR in the torrents of the Northem Japanese
Aips, bttt these two are successive in tlae seasonal appearance as in the
district of Kyoto, and in summer the latter is also monozonal. in the
family EcDyoNuRmAE, the relation between C'iny.crma adztsta and Cinygma
leurobensis seems to be the same one, and the headwater inhabitants such as
Ecdyenun{s tobiironis, EcdyonttrMs• tigris or HePtagenia fcihada are not yet
found in the Northern Japanese Alps proper. ConsequeRtiy, there remain
two examples which hold good for the intended comparison, the life zone
arrangement represented by EPeoMs curvatztlus and EPeor-uS citrvatultts
cttmi.tlus, and that represented by EPeortts uenoi ancl EPeortts aescultts.

   es IM,NNisri!, K., 1937, Uber die H6henstufen der japanischen Nordalpen. San-
gaku, vol. 31., pp. 269-364. (In Japanese).
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    Judging frora these two availabie examPles, it seems to me fairly cer-
tain that the correspondence with the given staftdard is Rot recognized in
the distribution of mayfty nymphs in the torrents of the Northern JapaRese
Alps. In the headwater region situated in the cirque and fed by the cold
water from the meiting snow even in high summer, no inayfiy nymphs
at'e found aRd ScoPzera ;onga oÅí 'the order PLEcopTERA, one species of the
trichoptereus larvae belonging to the family SERicos'roMATiDAE and Planaria
vivida are the oRly components of its fauna. If this region' is considered
to correspond with the alpiRe region above defined, the number of recog-
nizable zones becomes three in contrast to thefour zones of the standard.
In this connection, it is interesting to note that the studies worked out by
DoDDs and HisAw'* in Cblorado show a highly definite'correlation to MER-
RIAM's Iife zones.

    But if the life zone arrangement of the second order recognized in the
above exampies, is considered as correiated to the temperatttre arrangement,
then Epeorbes curvainlus ctemeclnts or EPeorus aesctelus, the inhabitant of the
upper region as well as the small tributary, shouid be found in th'tse main

stream fiowing at the low altitude in the high !atitude, previded that the
otber habitat conditions be satisfactory, as it is also .but natural that the

water temperature decreases in as much as the air temperature decreases
in the high tatitude. This temperature relation offers another criterien for
the validity of the given hypothesis.

          3. Distribution in the high latitude compared with
                      that in the high altitude

    Some observations and collections of rnayfiy nymphs in Saghalien were
made by myself in the summaer 1932, but in ' rny second visit to Saghalibn
and Hol<kaido last summer (l937) with an aim of studying primarily the distri-

butional problem of mayfly nyinphs as shown in the heading. From these
experiences it is provisionally concluded that some species common in the
district of Kyoto as well as' in the district of the Northern Japanese AIps
such as EPeorus cesrvatulus which is hitherto known from Yakushima to
Yamagata, or its life form equivalent Epeor•tts cttrvatut"s casmuLus; is found

neither in Hokkaido nor in Saghalien, while other species not yet found in
Honsha occur there, but in general, the number of species tends to decrease
in the case of latitudinal increase, just corresponding, in this respect, to
the case of aititudinal increase.
    It will be, however, desirable to mention the more concrete example
for interpretiRg the latitudinai distribution, and I will begin with some
examples from Hokkaido. In the Ishikarigawa at S6unbetsu, at an altitude
of about 60e meters, following species were coliected from its main stream,
namely, EPeoTtts uenei, EPeoress aescesL"s, EPeort•ts latifelium, Rhithregeita

    if DoDDs, G. S. & F. L. HisAsv, 1925, Ecological studies of aquatic insects, IV.
Altitudinal range and zonation .of mayflies, stoneflies and caddisflies in the Coiorado
Rockies. Ecology, vol. 6, pp. 38e-390.
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sp., Ecdyonurets kibbtnensis, Ebhemeregla tri•sPina, Baetis thermictts and Bae-

tiel.la jabonica. This list immediately suggesits to tts on resemblance with
that of the late spring 'fauna ln some upper region of the Kamogawa by
reason of the presence of EPeortes aesc?Lltts ancl EPhemerella trisPina, or.more

appropriately, to the summer fauRa iia some torreftts in the Nortkern Japa-
' nese Alps except for the presences of EPeorus lattfoliztm and Ecctvonttnts
'leibunensis, and the absence of Cinyg•mct feurobensis. It is also worthy of
notice that EPeorus ztenoi ancl EPeorsts aescaltts coexist at this height in the

main stream, so that one may suppose frorn this fauna such a familiar
arrangement of life zones of the first order in the Ecdyo'nurees-EPeorecs

synusla as
                Ecd. s'oshidae•abEp. gatifoliz.tptz-}Ep. ztenoi

in some lower region of this river or at least of other ones located in 'the
lower latitude than this one in Hokl<aido.

    In reality, Ecdyonuncs yoshidae, one of the commonest mayfiy nymphs
•
in the Kamogawa at Shill}ogamo, Kyoto, was fotmd in the Toyohlragawa
at SaP'poro, though in this case it was associated with Ecdyont•tnts,Ieibzsnensis

-

and its individual number was far less thaR that of the associate. But it
was found neither in the Tonbetsugawa at Matsuneshiri, Kitami nor in
the Teshiogawa at Shibetsu, Teshio, each of which is located iR the nortii
of the Ishikarigawa. In these places a species belQnging to the genus
ffePta.crenia was found together with Ecdyo'mtr•ees kibttnensis. The taxonomic
position of this HePiagenia has not yet been determined, so that it is con-
veniently denoted by sP. A. This species has been found recently aiso in
Mr. Kat6's coilection;": from the H6renga, Manchoukuo. Judging from the
life form, it seems to me that this species is truly a northern equivalent of
EcdyenttrNs yoshidae, which is widely distributed in Southern Japan ancl was

.

collected by Dr. Miyadi in the R6kei, Formosa as its southernmost locality
hitherto known. On the continent, it was collected by Mr. M. Yamasaki
in the Taishiga, Manchoukuo, together with Ecdyonztrtts k'ibztne??sis, and
also by Mr. Kat6 in the T6jiga, Manchoukuo, the northernmost habitat
hitherto known.
    If it is accepted that this Hevtagenia sP. A. is recogRizable as a life
form equivalent of Ecdyon"ras yoshidae, then it must be a disc!osure of
.another iink between the two genera, UePtagenia and Ecdyonurus, which
are morphologically so closely allled, through the application oÅí the liÅíe
zone concept derived from the life form principle. At tlte same time, it
follows that in so far as the EcdNonuTus synusia is concerned, the latitudinal
distrlbution is not a mere pyojectioR of the altitudinal distribution as simply
convinced by some biogeographers, because it is admissible to consider that
Ecdyonvtras yoshidae in its latitudinal distribution is not only succeeded by
Ecdyonscrt{s kibttnescsis as already.recognized in the arrangement of life
zones of the second order in the Kamogawa, but also succeeded by ffePta.crenia

    ee Acl<nowledgement is offered to Mr. Y. KAT6 forfavouring me with specimens
collected in his journey of the summer 1937.

-
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sp. A which is not distributed in the Kamogawa. This reason seems to
be clear from the fact that althougk, consideriRg from the temperature
arrangement alone, the altitudinal arrangement of temperature indeecl ex-
hibits the general simirarity to its latitudiftal arrangement, the habitat ar-
rangement as a whoie in the high altitude is not exactly the same as that
in the plain of the high latitude. Therefore, that some species found in
the lower region of the northern stream, such as here discussed Hepta.aenia
sp. A, is Rot found in the mountaiR torrent of Central Japan because of
some differeRce in the habitat arrangement, is Ro Iess reasonable than that
some species found in the latter is not aiways found in.the former because
of the same reason. These species rnay be said respectively as `plain spe
cies ' and ` motmtain species ' against the species wliich, if present, appears
both In the former ancl in the latter, so that its distribution may be treated
as primari!y correlated to the temperature arrangement.
              }    Moreover, to recognize this LrePta.crenia sP. •A. as a reasonable equivalent
of Ecdyonttrtts yoshidae is to deny the recognition of Ecdyoniwtts feibunensis
as the life form equivalent- of that species, if critically anaiyzed, though I
have already mentioned some opinion aboiit this point in the preceding
pages. Now it seems to me that the family EcDyoNuRiDAE as a category
of the life forrn group can, after all, be dlvided at least into two life form
subgroups through the geRus Ecdyonurtts, and each of these life form
subgroups tends tb form an indepe.ndent subsynusia iR the family EcDyo-
NuRiDAE as a synusia, that is to say that EcdNenttvtts Noshidae takes part
in the stru6ture of the E6dyonurits-EIeptagenia-Epe6rzts synusia, probably in-

cluding the hygropetric BtePtus, while Ecdyontdras leibMnensis is considered
to be concerncxi in the structure oÅí tke Cinygma-Rhithrogena syRusia. In
spite of the recognition of such a difference that llePtagenia sP. A. is the
northern equivalent of Ecdyonurits yoshistae, while Ciaygma hirasana is the
seasonal equivalent of Ecdyonz•erets fe'ibz•tnensis; the structure of each synusia

represented in the life zones may be better understood in the following
scheraa :

          ifePtagenia Cin pug?na               TXxk• TXa   Ecdyomtrees<yosPtidae>L->EPeorMs, Ecdyonfwe-ts<kibabnensis>- .Rhi•throgena.

By means of such interpretations, we can find more satisfactory an ex-
pression of the life zone phenomiena. For instance, the fauna of the family
EcDyoNuRiDAE iR the Toyohiragawa at Sapporo may be described as follows.:
      {        Ecd. yoshidae.Epeorzas latifotium
        Ecd. feibtenensis•-Rhithrogena sp
                                   -
   In this connection, it foilows as a matter of course that one of the
arrangements of life zones of the second order observed in the Kamogawa
and described sttch as
       Ecd. yoshidae->Ecd. hibtenensis or Ecd. tobiironis-,Ecd. tigris,
is ambiguous unless it is analysed further and i'edescribed as•follows :
      {        Ecd. yoskidae--,Ecd. tobiironis
                     Ecd. leibunensis--ijFEcd. tigvis.
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    At the sarne time the arrangement of life zones of the first order, in
which EcdNonasrtts leibttn..ensis aiid Ecdyentmts tobSironis were included
together, should be also analysed and redescribed properiy as fol!ows :
        Ecd. tobiiron7:s-Ep. curvatulzts cztmttltts-->EP. hiemalis       {
        Ecd. ltib-ttnensis-Rhithrogena sP
                                   .Then it is naturally concluded that, in this case the life form equivalent
of Ecdyon•nvtts .yoshidae is not 'Ecdyonztnes ' k'ibetnensis but is Ecdyonurtzs

tobiiro.nis, therefore it may be called a montane equivalent of Ecdgonzertis
yoshidae in coRtrast with its northern equivaleRt, HePtagenia sP. A. And
here we should recognize once more that Ecdvonurus soshidae has two
equivate'nts, the montane one and the northern one, is only interpreted by
reason of the difference in the characteristics of the habitat arr.angement
between the case of the altitudinal increase and that of the latitudinai in-
crease,' even if the life zone segregation itself may be considered in either
case as correlated to the temperature arrangement.

    As for the absence of EPeon{s uenoi in the above-mentioned places as
the lower regions of rivers in Hokkaido, it can not be attributed to the
temperature arrangemeRt. It was ascertained that this species as well as
its life zone associates, Epeor.lfs cttrvatulus, EPeor•ecs latzfolium and Ecdyonur•us

yoshidae, is able to live even in the highest water temperature of about 34Åé.
observed in the Kamogawa at Shimegamo, Kyoto, but.. this species and
Epeorus ctervatulus will disappear sooner or later if the survey is extended
to.further downwards, although the environmental conditions seem to be
still tolerable for the maiRtenance of the usual arrangemeRt of life zones
of the first order. To my regret, Icannot give here the rnore satisfactory
explanation of these phenomena based on a more thorough investigation,
but it may be said that EPeorus t-tenoi as well as EPeor"s curvaiulus is
probably too much of a mountaiR species comparing with EPeonss iati-
foli"m or Ecdyonuras yoshidae to live in such a lower region.

    In order to observe the arrangement of life zones of mayfiy itymphs in
the" upper region of rivers in Hokkaido, I visited the Hidaka range and
traversed it from the Totsutabetsugawa to the Nukabiragawa, ascending
en route the highest summit of that range, Mt. Poroshiri, 2025 mbters.
In this survey it was ascertained that the faunas of these two rivers are
not oniy similar to each other but also similar to the fauna of the Ishi-
l<arig'awa at S6uRbetsu, though they are to be distin'guished from it by the
absence of Ecdyonuras kibasRensis.
    To summarize, life zoRes of the first order in the EcpyoNyRmAE is
arranged in the middle course of these rivers as follows:
       {        Ep. Iatzfolium-ÅÄEb. uenoz                             .
        R'hitkr6gena sp '
                     .
Of course this arrangement may show some change as the survey proceeds
up streara or dowR stream. In dowR stream, it is usually observed that
Epeoras uenoi drops out of this strueture and this is considered as a normal
phenomenon already discussed. In upper stream, however, it is observed
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that EPeonts zeenoi is replaced by Epeorus aesculzts at about 750 meters.
Rhithrogena sP. also disappears at about this height, but oR the other hand
C'inygmK sp. appe.ftrs and is distributed up strearr} together with Epeortes
aescteltss a combination wliich we are already famil.iar with in•some
torreRts in the Northern Japanese Alps. It is, however, wortliy of mentionin' g
in comparison with my previous experience that Epeorus lat2folium, together
with EPeorass aescalus and Cin.v.ama sp. is aiso distributed in these streams
to so high an altitude, that the upper limit of distribution of the Cormer
is oRIy about 100 meters lower thaR that of the latter two. Then, in the
uppermost stream, which fiows oR the cirque floor as in tke JapaRese Alps,
no mayfly nymphs are found bttt ScoPttva longa and the trichopterous
larvae of the family SERicosToMATiDAE, are fottnd same as in the Japanese
Alps.

    If such changes themselves should be recognized as the arrangement
of'iife zones of the second order required, then there is no other means
to verify the va!idity of the hypothesis that the arrangement of life zones
of the second order is essentially coryeiated to the temperatu're arrange-
ment than to tal<e as an example the arrangernent of life zones observed
in the most rapid part 6f the stream, namely the arrangement between
the EPeenÅës uenoi zone and the EPeorus aesc"tus zone, for concerning the
genera Rhithrogena and Cinygma the identification between the nyMphal
stage and the imaginal stage has been only incompletely studied. Further-
more, any systematic measurement of the physical environment has not
yet been s•attempted as req. ards these rivers, much less such a particuiar
problern as the life zone arrangement or the life zone boundary. But even
if this is done, it should be anticipated that the correlation betweeR the
life zone arrangement of the second order and the temperature arrangement
is verified only iR the statisticai exactness, in so far as it is considere(l
that the distributional range of any organism is ltot determined by the
temperature alone but the temperature arrangement itself is included in the

set of the ekvironmental arrangement as well as in the case of the cor-
relation between the life zone arrangement of the first order and the ar-
rangement of the velocity of the stream, and emphasis has been laid upon
this point already repeatedly. Then it may be said that the temperature
of 13.3Åé., measured at noon at tke !ife zone bounaary between.the Epeoms
uenoi zone and the Epeorfts aesculus 'zone in Hokkaido is not so seriously
different fror'n the temperature of 15'C. at noon, the temperature which I
have provisionally regarded as a temperatgre of roughly indicating the
boundary under consideration, judging from my previous experiences in
Central Japari.

   Above descriptions are based upon the observation in the main stream
whichI selected as the course of my journey. Is tke phenomenon also
recognizable in Nokkaido that the fauna of the upper region of the main
stream reappears in the fauna of such a small tributary that fiows into
the main stream at some considerable low altitude? Yes, it was recogni2ed
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  in a tributary of the Totsutabetsugawa that is to say that both of the
  upper region inhabitants of the main stream, EPeortts aesettlus.ancl Cin,ygnza
  sp.,;were present in the cool water of this tributary ttnited with the maiR
  stream at an altitude of about 4•OO meters. As regards the distribution of
  Ebeorus aescztlzts within a given river system, this relation is quite similar

  to that recognized in the Kamogawa, but that is recognized in the late
  spring in the Kainogawa while this is recognized in midsummer in the
  Totsutabetsugawa. Then, roughly speaking, does it not mean that the
  temperature arrangement in the ibte spring in the Kamogawa, I<yoto, is
  similar to that in midstimmer in the Totsutabetsugawa, Hokkaido? This
  will be only explicable by the temperature decrease according as the lati-
  tudinal increase. Then if we proceecl further north, we can properly an-
  ticipate there a ri.ver system in which EPeortts aescztlus appears in midsum-
  mer at the level lteight so far as it is concernecl with the tribut.vry. And
  at last may we anticipate the existence of a river system in which EPeoens
  aescttlz{s appears at the levei height even in the,main stream? ln other
  words, does the boundary between the EPeorecs itenoi zone and the EPeorus
  aescuZus zone in the main stream decreaseaccording as the latitudinal in-
  crease by reason of the temperature decrease, iÅí considering a similar river
  system? It is a question I could not solve in Hokl<aido.
      On the other hand, it seemed to me that it is no longer reasonable to
  assume the appearance of any new zone in the life zone arraRgement in
  the northern rivers when the life zone arrangement investigatecl in Hok-
  kaido is compared with that in Central Japan, especially that in the51Nlorthern
  Japanese Alps. For instance, EPeorus aescztltts is abie to inhabit the colcl
  stream in the high altitude originating from the melting snow, in so far
  as the temperature is concerned, therefore if tlie arr.angement of life zones
  of the second order is correlated to the temperature arrangement, it seems
  to be not necessarily to anticipate anothe'r life zone which succeeds the
  EpeorKs aesc"ltts zoRe in the upper region of the main stream of some river
  system sittfated further north, even thottg. h Epeor•nts aesculus appears already

  in its lower region. Thuslwent over to Saghalien with such problems
  in mind.pt
      In Saghalien the Horogawa in part and the Odasamugawa up to the
  source of oRe of its tributaries were surveyed in the summer 1937, but for
  the sake of simplicity only the summary of these surveys will be mentioned.
  Ju.stifyiRg my expectation, Ei eortts aescaslus was found in the main stream
  of each oÅí these rivers in its lower region, a few kirometers away from
   its estuary at the coast of the Sea of Okhotsk while Epeorus uenoi• was not
  found, though it was once collected by Dr. Miyadi in a stream of,the
  Iturup Island, Kuriles. The water temperature measured is rather high, its

'

     'ee In this opportunity.I wish to express my cordial thanks to Messrs. M.
   HoRi and K. TAMANisKi, the Central Experimental Station oi Saghalien, Konuma;
   Mr. S. KoBAyAKAwA, the Forest Station of the Tokyo Imperial IJniversity, Ochiai,
   for their valaable helps delivered to my survey in Saghalien, 1937.
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maximum b6ing 18Åé. at 1. 10 P. M. in the lowey region of the Odas'amu-
gawa. Judging from this temperature alone, Epeorus ttenoi may still be
found here, and iia rea!ity, even in Saghalien in so far as my survey is con-
cerned, EpeoT•tts aescttlus is found more numerous in the smaR tributary
fiowing directly out of the surrounding mountains than in the main stream,
though these two habitats are Iocated on the same level of oRly thirty or
fourty meters high. Then apart frorn the absence of Epeovas uenoi, it seems
that stich a distribution of Epeorus aescuttts is an indication of its charac-
teristic as a motintain species as in the case of Epeoins uenoi. At any
rate, we can conclude at last from these facts that the arrangement of life
zones of the second order thus reducecl to aphenomenon of almostpurely
horizontal or latitudinal distribution is correlated to the temperature arrange-

ment of the enviroltment as it is only logical to explain such a zonal ar-
rangement as correlatedi prirnariiy to the zonal arrangement of the tern-
perature on the earth surface. As a consequence, if the sarne life zone
arrangement of the second order is observed in any one river systeM, .it
may be aiso explained as correlated to the temperature arrangement of
that river system. In this connection if the seasonal change of life zone
arrangement of the second order in a river system is recognized as the
same life zone ayrangement which appears in any other river system as a
spatiai arrangement, then it may be recognized only as a temporal arrange-
ment of the same Iife zone arrangement, correiated to the seasonai change
of the temperature arrangement of that river system. Thus it is consi-
dered that the seasonal distribution, the vertical distribution and the hori-

zontal distribution are ftot separable from' each other, or each of them is
recegnizecl as a different phase of the same arrangement of life zones of

the second order. At the same time this interpretation is supported also
by my confirmation of tlte absence of any life zone which succeeds the
Epeenis ctescecltts zoRe in the survey of tke Odasamugawa, even theugh the

highest summit belonging to that river system, Mt. Od'asamu, is only 924
meters high.
    Such a generalization has been preva{ent since older times among bio-
geographers, especially among plant geographers. If any parallelism to
my conciusion from the distributiona! phenomena of other animals is needed,

then the case oÅí Salvelinus Pluvipts, a salmoniid fish, may be cited. This
fislt is not oRly associated with EPeoTMs aescutus in the fauRa of the tor-
rents of the Northern Japanese Alps and in that of Hokkaido, but also its
appearance in the 1ower altitude at the higher latitude seems to be roughly

coinciding with that of EPeorus aesculus, and if a locaiity is recognized as
beloRging to the' different geographical region accordiRg as wkether these
species are present or absent ln its fauna, then in the vertical distribution,

tke existence of these species wiil indicate the equivalence to the subalpine
region aRd in the horizontal distribution, it wili indicate the equivalence
to the boreal region as their distributioia is also, roughly speaking, re.gardad

"
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as. parallel to' the existence of true subalpine or l)oreal coniferous forests.

But it is worthy to Rotice here once rnore that this generalization is to
regard the life zone arran.q. ement of the second order as correlated primarily

to the temperature arrangement, and it does not mean, on the contrary,
that the same life zoRe arrangement is aiways to be found exa.ctly where
the same temperature arrangement exists, as in the case of my examples,
from which, however, this generalization was induced. The discussion on
this point will be takeR up again in the next•section concerning the distri-
bution of Epeoras lattio.lium.

    In Saghalien, a dfferent form of Epeorus tatifotiam is founcl in place
of the typical Epeorbls lattfolium distributed in Central Japan inclusive of
Kiushu and Hokkaido and probab{y also Southern Korea. It is distinguish-
able from the Iatter by the following points : 1) its larger size, 2) the shape

of its paired lighter marks situated in the mlddle of the frons, which is
an inversed triangle in this form, but a rectangle in the typical form. I
caRnot yet determine whether it is a form of or a species independent of
EPeoras latifolium, but it rather resembles EPeoTas naPae"s in its size than
EPeorus latifolium Epeorets naPaeus may be regarded as a montane equiva-
lent of EPeorus latifoii"m in Central Japan, tken wili this form be not te-
garded as a Rorthern equivalent of the $ame EPeewts lattfolium? Interes"
ing enough, this form was also collected by M;. Y. Kat6 in the' T6jiga,
Manchoukuo another Rorthern iocality. Consider that such a Zife zone
                                  stse.gregation as represented in the arrangement between this fprm and EPeorus
latifolistm is correlated to the temperature arrangement, then one can ex-
pect spme southern Iocality whgre such a northern form may appear and
emerge before EPeont.s latifoliztm appears and emerges; that is to say that
thgre may be regognized a seasonal adjustmeRt between these two. Time
has come that it is proven when I had an opportunity to examine Prof.
T• KawaMura's Collection from Korea. The examination revealed that in
a collection in early June from the NaRdaisen at Kisshti, North-eastern
Korea, at a lower region of about l20 meters high, this form was included
together with the typical Epeorus latifolium, but the former was full grown
while the latter was almost immature namely, the former will emerge
earlier than tke latter will do. I cannot safely say tltat the sanie pheno-
menon should be also recognizable in some part of Hokkaido as my obser-
v' ation is hitherto limited to the midsummer, and it should not be explained
by rea'son of its characteristic of a non-rnount.ain species that this form is

not f6und in that.season in the upper region of rivers in Hokkaido as
EPeorets aescastas does, for it is distributed in the upper region as well as
in the lower region of rivers in Saghalien. But by what reason is EPeorus
na_baeifs, which is distributed together with Epeoras aesculus or Ciaygm• a
sP. in the district of Kyoto as well as iR tfie Nort'hern Japanese Alps, not

also fottnd there instead of EPeovas latzfoliKm .P In this conRection for the

first'time in this paper, the importance of the existence of the Tsugartt
Straits as well as the S6ya Straits as a barrier of distribution is pointed out
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and this absence of EPeeras naPaeus, in turn, may be regarded asithe ex-
planation of the abnormai phenomenon'that Epeortes latzfolium'is distributed
to so high aR altitude in the stream in 'Hokkaido.:{` But how can we deny
it from the absence of Epeortts naPaet{s in Hokkaido that this species may
be distributed in Saghalien, judging from the fact that this species is found'
even in some streams of the Matsumoto basin in April, or the form under
consideration is rather closely allied to Epeoras naPaetts than to Epeorus
latifoZium ? Nevertheless, the morphoiogical characters inclusive of the
colour pattern on the wiRg venation of the fernale imaglnes which I' 'fofr-
tunately collected and examined, leads me to concltide that this form is to
be considered meanwhile as a form of EPT eortts latifoliam. Therefore I
wish to clescribe it as Epeorus latptoliz{m boreatis in this paper.

    In the marginal part of the main stream with the sloWest velocity' of
the stream' as weil as in the non-torrential tributaries, there was found.
Ecdyonuress kibtmensis as in the river of Hokkaido except for those of the
I-Iidaka raRge, but it seems that..there exist in these northern rivers at least

two forms belongiRg to this $pecies, judging from the comparison of the
nymphal structure alone, namely, •a typical one as distributed in the dis`
trict •of Kyoto and a somewhat smaller one. In spite of such a differe'ntia-
tion of the size of the body, I will .treat these two forms as belonging to
the same life form in this paper, for I could xxot as yet find iR them anY
habitat segregation corresponding to their structural differentiation. Then
the life zone arrangement in the EcDyoNuRmAE synusia at the middle cours'e
of the Horogawa may be represented as follows:
       {                        EP. Iatzfolitem borealis-"EP. aesceslus

        Ecd. kibanensis4Rhithrogena sp
                                     .
On pyoceeding upstream, Ciaygma sP. wiil be found in places of Ecdyonttrtts
and Rhithrogena as usuai. Then, even though Epeorus latifolium is replaced
by Epeoress latifolium borealis, the iife zone arrangement in Saghaiien is

not essentially dfferent from that observed in Hokkaido, or in other words,
the structure of the EcDyoNuRmAE synusia hitherto mentioned remains, in
the result, unaltered provided that the replacement of one inember by its
very closely allied member be recognized. And it is the relation between
such two species that is properly defined as equivalent to each other in
the life zone arrangement. The equivalent species constitutes in most cases

    ee It has been well l<nown among plant ecologists that in the IIidaka range
Betula Ermani is very dominantly distributed, forming a zo'ne by itself upon ttie
forest of Ables sachaliensis and Picea jezoensis, and its upper limit being correspond•

ing with the timber line of that range, about 1700 meters. Comparing howeve.r,
this clistribution of Betula Eof•mani with that in the Northern japanes6 Alps, it seems

doubtless to me that the absenÅëe in Hol<kaido of A'o•ies lMarles•ii. which is overwhelm-

ing Betzela Erman•i in that mountains, is the explanation of this phenomenon, for
Abtes sacfzalie?zsis, more closeiy allied to Abies VeitChii than to Abies Mariesii, seems
to be not so much a mountain species as Betztlde Ervaa}ti or Abies Mlariesii. - It is gited

here as an example which is to be compared with the case of EpebrNs lati olium.

ts
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the cornplemeRtary species at the same time. Thus EPeortfs latifolium
ascends to the abnormal height in Iffokkaido in the absence of its antecedent
equivalent, EPeoress naPaetts or F..VeoTess latifo{ittm borealis, whiie the pre-

sence of Epeortts aescttlus ln the consiclerable high temperature in SaghalieR
may be expiained by the absence of its subsequent equivalent, Epeorus
uenoi But what is meant by the similarity or the dissimilarity of the
ecological structure of synusia? Does it not ineicate thesimiiarity or the
dissimilarity of the type of the river system itself? Now I have to turn
rny attention to this hitherto untouched problem.

    • • On the river type
    I have already mentionecl that the life zone arraRgement of the second
order is recognized as the seasonai arrangement in some habitat within one
river system, or as the vertical arraftgement iR one river 'system, or as the
horizontal arrangemeRt among different river systems, if they are pursued
polewards, and each of these zonal arrangement should be understood as
correlated primarily to the zonal arrangement of the temperature of the
medium. TheR one may separate such a region as indicated by the presence
of EPeorus aesculus as a cool river type, whether it is situated in the higber
altitude at the middle latitude or in the lower altitude at the high latitude,
in contrast to such a region as indicated by the presence of EPeorus uenoi
as a warm river type, as illustrat"ed in the preceding section. To classi'Ey
the river types in this way is to submerge this problem in the broad pro-
blem concerning the recogRition of the geographical regions. What I
would like to suggest here is the possibility of a classification of the river
types on some specific basis inherent to this particular probiem. T wish
to find the criterion of the difference of the river types between two rivers
which differ radically from each other in their ecological structure even if
they belong to the same geographical region. In other words the question
of the river type belongs to the problem of ecological structure or that of
the arraRgement of life zones of the first order thaR to the problem of
geographical region or that of the arrangement of life zones of the second
prdex, though the type of a river as a whole is, indeed, only recognizable
from.these two approaches.
    Foilqwing the above descriptions, I wil! cite examples mostly from the
EcDyoNuRmAE as a synusia, and in this respect Iconsider that the presence
or the absence of the zone ef the EPeorKs lat2folium group inciusive of
EPeorus latifolium, Epeoms latzfolium borealis and Epeorus napaeus in a river
is very significant in the recognition of the type of that river. As a!ready
mentioned, EPeorus latofolium is scarecely found in the upper region of
some rivers emerging from the Northern Japanese Alps where EPeoms
aesc•btlzts and Cinptgma spp. are dominant, though it is found in its lower
region as weli as in some more southerly rivers in that range. Such a
peculiar distribution may seem at first sight to be correlated to the difference

of the snew aceumulation in the mouRtain system. The nearer a mountain
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is situated to the Sea of Japan, the deepet the winter snow as it is carried
by the north-west wind of the winter monsoon, and it follows that the rnore
the wiRter snow accumuiated the longer it takes to melt, consequentiy the
slower the rise of the air temperature as weli as the water temperature;
also the longer a yiver is fed by the winter snow the longer its water is
cooled. Therefore in the northerR part' of the Northern Japanese Alps where
the winter snow is deepest and where tke high mountains slope down sud-
denly to the coastal plain as in the Toyama Prefecture, water reaches the
very low lands iR still low ternperature even in the midsummer and accord-
ingly both invertebrate and vertebrate animals which are accustomed to
live in the cool water of the upper region are also found in the very low
altitude. For instance, Salvelinus Pluviu.s, a salmoniid fisih, is found in

such a region at an altitude of about 300 meters high. EPeoras aescesttts
and Cin.ygma lettrobensis are also f.ound in the midsummer at about 600
                            `meters or probably further below. But EPeorus latifotiasm is not found even
in sttch a lower region, though it is found at 1600 meters in the Toku-
sawa at Kamik6chi, in the inore southem part of that range, as already
mentioned elsewhere.
    We can understand the occurrence of Salvelinus pltcvius 6r Epeortts
aescasltts at an unusually low altitude in the northern part of the Nortliern
Japanese Aips simply as the general fall of the life zone arraRgemetit of .the

second order correlated to the temperature arrangement and this tendency
is obviously in conformity wit.h that of lowering down towards the Sea of
Japan of the snow line as well as the timber iine in that mountain system,
on which I have already reported." But this explanation will mot be appli,
cabie to the distribution of EpeoTtts lat21olittm, as it is distributed to aR
altitude of about 1000 meters in some rivers of the very same part of that
range where it is quite absent in other rivers. As already seen from the
survey of Hokkaido, there is no doubt about that it can Iive in the relatively
cool water associated with EPeoras aesculies akcl this also holds good for
the distribution of its allied species, Epeoras naPaeus as weil. as Epeorecs
.latzfolium borealis.

    Now anbtlter explanation will be proposed. It is well known that in
Centrai Japan the climatic character on the side of the Sea of Japan is so
different from that of the Pacific side, owing to its winter precipitation as
the heavy snow fall, so that in the Northern Japanese Alps stretching in
the north-south direction the climatic character of its northern part 'dffers
naturally from that of its southern part in the same manner. This is well
demonstrated by the distribution of some characteristic plants, for instance,
the gradual disappearance 'in the northern part' of that'range of P•icea

    ee IsfANisi{i, K., 1933, Uber die Sckneegrenze der jtipanischen Aipen. Sangal<u,

vol. 28, pp. 193v226. (In Japanese).

      Iif,xNisHi, K., 1935, Uber die Waldgrenze der japaL nischen Nerdalpen. Sangal<u,
vel. 30, pp. 217-2&f. (In Japanese).
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'1'enoensis, a spruce, or Bett{la Taaschii, a birch, which becomes, however,
abundant in' the more southern part but manifests its cold resisting character
well in its northerly distribution beyond 50"N, seems to be attributable to
this. difference of the regional climatic characters." As for the distribution
of Abies Veitchii, a fir, in Central Japan, it is also very rare or absent
under the prevalence of the typical snow climate of the Sea of Japan, while
its north'ern equivalent Abies sachagiensis is found in the most parts of
Hokkaido and Saghalien where the climate is more continental in winter.
Among insects, for instance, the distribution between APoyia hi ipia, a but-
.terfiy and its northern equivalent APoria cTataegi corresponds more or less
with such a discontinuous distribution between Abies Veitchii and its equiva-
lent Abies sachaliensis. Doesn't the distribution of EPeorus latifolium group
also correspond with such a distribution? But negative evideRces are at
.hand. ' There are also some rivers in the district oE Kyoto, where either
Epeorets latifoZium or Epeor•tts naPaeus is absent, while these species are
present in some rivers which is situated in the typical snow climate of the
Sea of Japan. In this connection, it seems to#rr}e that the distribution of
Epeorus hiemalis is to be rather considered as !imited by such a climatic
.cbaracter, which is as yet found neither in the northern part of the Nor-
thern Japanese Alps Ror in the northern land in so far as Ihave surveyed,
because the early arrival of the snow fall as well as the prolongation of
the sRow cover in these regions means the shortage of the developmental
season necessary to the unique tif6 history of this species, as it hatches
in summer and emerges in the early winter.
    Then, it is interestiftg to see in what kind of river EPeerus latzfoliam
is. absent. Although in the district of Kyoto it is quite common in the
river which emerges out of the mountain consisting of the sedimentary
.rock, it is absent in the river which comes out of the mountain consisting
of the igneous rock, in this case mainly the granite. Superficially it seqms
as if its distrlbutiQn is correlated to the l<ind of rocks to which the boulders

' of the substratum belong. In the Northern Japanese Alps tod, it is not
found, at where the substratum is composed mainiy of the boulders of the
igneous rock as in the Kurobegawa, in the Kashimagawa or in the Azusa-
gawa at Kamik6chi, while -it is comrnon where the substratum is composed
of the boulders of the'sedirnentary rocl< as in the Kusarigawa or in the
Tokusawa at Kamik6chi, though it should be remembered that this insect
was also found at an .altitude of about 1350 meters in one of the tributaries
of the Tal<aragawa, descending frorn Mt. Norikura, where the substratum
is compoSed Qf the andesite, the volcanic rock. And this seems to hold
good also for the distribution of EPeorlds naPaeus. in the Matsul<awa there
was found neither EPeoytts naPaeus nor EPeor"s uenoi, while in the }Iime-
kawa both of them were found. EPeovas nopae"s was also collected in
the Magawa at an altitude of 1600 meters, the s•ubstratum of whick is
likewise composed of the boulders of the sedimentary rock.

    K IMANism, K., 1937, Uber die K6henstufen der japanischen Nordalpen, opt. cit.
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    llowever, this'geological explanation is not always applicable. Epeortts
tatifoliam as well as Epeort(s napaetts is found even on the granite boulders,

for instance, in the Kisogawa at Kisofukushirna, and this fact seems to
suggest that the presence or the absence of these' species in a river is in-
different to the kind of rocl<s to which the boulders of the substratum be-
long. Then, that these species are notfound iR the upper regionof the
granite valley in the district of Kyoto or in elsewhere but may be found

 in its lower region, is considered to have some correlation with the pheno-
menon that the appearance of the upper region of such a valldy is usually
very wild on acceunt of the rapid disintegration of the bed rock, especially
intensifiecl in recent years by quarring, while its lower region is not so
conspicuous iR its wildness that it .is not distinguished from that of the
other vatleys composed of the different bed rock. The stream rnttst reflect
sttch a wilclness, from which it emerges, in its violent water fiow, in its
unstable bottom, in its•constant burden of fine mineral partlcles, in its
scarce content of the organic matter and so on. Such are the character-
istics of the `wild torrent' in which life will b'e precarious at every rain
fall due to the raging water.
    It may be considered tlaat the preseRce or the absence of Et)eortis La-

tifolium or its allied species in a habitat or a river is, in reality, determined

by the presence or the absence of their specialized food in that habitat or
in that river, and sucha physical condition of the environment as the ar-
rangement of the velocity of the stream or the arraRgement of the water
temperature may infiuence the distribtttion of the algal vegetation on the
boulders. If so, physica! factors infiuence oRly indirectly the distribution

of animals dependent on the algal vegetation as their food. Furtherraore
the distribution of the algal vegetation itself may not be directly dependent
on such a physicai condition but primarily on the quality and quantity of
its nutriment viz. dissolving chemical substances. Although I-hav6 not
yet studied closely such a correlation between the life zone airrangement
of mayfiy nymphs and that of the algal vegetation, it is quite recognizable
that the algal fiora in the upper region of a river, for instance the Kamo-
gawa, is different from that in its lower region, therefore such a pheno-
rnenon that the habitats of EPeoras naPaez{s of the upper region are not
completely replaced by EPeorus latzfolium in summer, may be explained in

future by some of sueh correlations. In general, the greater the quantity
of the discharge of the water in a river, the greater the downward exten-
sion of the condition of its upper region, whether it is the physical one or
the chemical one, then its biological one as the fauna or the fiora will be
also pushed dowttwards. And the effectiveness of this dowRward push is
increased according as the steepness of the mountain slope on which the
river fiows is increased. In the northern part of the Northern Japanese
Alps where the high mountains rise up abruptly over the coastal plain,
therefore the downward push of the life zone arraRgement can be expected
also from such an environmental condition.• The same phenornenon may

            e
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be a{so expected in every wild torrent, the existence of which is attributable
.to some extent to the steepness of the mountain, but in the case of the
life zofte arrangement between these species under coRsideration, this•ex-
planation is evidently not cornplete since in the typical wild torrent where
Epeortts gatifoliasm seems to be abseRt owing to this downward push of the
!ife zone arrangement, there is also absent Epeorus 7iapaetts in its upper
regioR as well as in its lower region.
    In .this paper I do not intend to ascribe the aboveraentionee wildness
of a river, in which EPeont.s latifolium or.its aMed species is not fotmd,
to any on.e kind of enviromnental factors obtained from the analytical
method. As already mentioned, I wish rather to recognize the difference

•

of the life zone arraRgement of the first order as the difference of the river
type, for the presence or the abseRce of EPeorus latifoliz{m is no more than
the problem of the life zone ax`raRgement ef the first order. Nowever, so
far as the life zone arrangement of the first order is recognized as correla-
ted to the arrangement of the velocity of the stream, it can be said that
such a river type as proposed in this paper is also recognized as correlated
to the arrangement of the velocity of the strearr}. Now, we will see what
.type .of the river can b.e supposed in the absence of Ecdyomsrets tobiironis,
for instance, in the foilowing !ife zone arrangement of the first oxder.
   Ecd. tobiironis-Ep. latzYolittm->Ep. carvatulus onmulus->Ep. aescultts.

    Taking a step further, what type of the river may we suppose in the
absence of both of Ecdyonuress tobiironis and EPeertts latifoiium in this same

arrangement? We saw the former instance in the Tokusawa at Kamik6chi
and the latter iRstance in the Azusagawa at Kamik6chi. Is sttch a change
of the life zoge arrangement- not regardecl as correlated to some change of
the arrangement of the velocity of the stream, or in short, is it not regarded
as correlated to the increase of the wildness of the river?

    It is such a modification of the life zone arrangement that the exciu-
sion begins from that of the inhabitaRts of the slowest part of the stream
according as the wildness of the river increases, or it may be considered
that such a modification indicates the degree of wildness of the river, which
is, in fact, nothing but the degree of torrentialness of the river. As aiready
seen, the inhabitants of the most rapid part of the river disappear first,
when the river fiows downwards into the plain. In tlais case hlso, the same
idea may be applied but if so, it goes without saying that the degree of
wildness is.redttced and that of mildness increased. The river is not a
closed system as recognized in the case of a lake. Every river may change
its degree of wi!clness more or iess in the course between its source and
its estuary. To investigate the degrees of wildness of a river is by itself
quite interestiRg and significaftt. But wheR a river is tal<en up in it's entirety
throughout its entire course it may 6e dicacult to classify the river into

different types•according to the degrees of wildness. A river is, however,
divisible into individually recognizable sections each of which may be
designated as.a river, stream.or torrent. For practical purposes if we
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 succeed in discovering within the Ecdyonttr•us-Epeorus synusia suitable in-
 dex organisms or indicators whieh wilHndicate by their presence the types
of the sections of a river with reference to the degrees of wildness, then

 a direct consistent classification wM be achleved. I wish to point out the
 significance of EPeoytes tatifoliacm group as such a type'indicator. My
field experiences indicate that there are two distinct types of the river, the

 stream or the torrent ; one type is characterized by the preseRce of Epeorus
 latzfolinm and its allies; the other type is characterized by their absence;
the latter is wilder altd probably more oligotrophic than the former.

    Although I have come to recognize two types of the river in reference
t'o the Ecdyonuras-EPeorus synusia as k is the most characteristic synusia
of inayfiy nymphs in the mountain streams so common in our ceuntry,
the Ecdyontt}"us-EPeorus synusia is not the oniy synusia.of mayfiy nypaphs
in the rnountain stream nor even in the wild torrent of the mountain. As
has been shown, such a swimming iife form as Amelettts montamts is also
widely distributed there in so far as there is found its available habitat.
But such a classification as proposed seems to be justified tg a certain ex-
tent even if it is applied to other synus;ae, judging froni the following

facts. In the wild river, the wild stream or the wild torreRt as typified
by the absence of the EPeorus lattfolium group, I have never found so far
Ecdyonurtts 'yoshidae or Ecdyonurtts tobiironis which usually inhabits the
slower side of the streann next ' to Epeortts latifolium and likewise such
significant species as BlePtus fasciatus, EPeorus ikanonis, Ecdyonzevas
kibttnensis, Ecdyonttrtis ti•.ptris, UePtagenia feihada, Ameletus leyotoensis, Diptero-

mimus tipMlzformis, EPhemerella ni.ffra, and probably also such burrowing life
forms as EPhemera jmponicg, EPheme}'a strigata and Potamanthodes hamonis
pre not found in such habitats.

    Recently, A. TmENEMANN" recognized three types of the river, namely,
the high mountain river, the middle mountain river and the transitional
river situated between the preceding two. My classification cannot be
immediately compared with it owing'to the difference in so malty respects
of the nature between Japan aRd Germany. However it seems to be com-
mon in both countries that the high mountain river is always the wild
river, although it is worthy to notice that the wild river in Japan is not
always the high mountain river. Some of the important species, which are
not fouRd in the wild torrent, are kRown as the headwater inhabitants of
a river emerging from and fiowing through the forest as the Karnogawa.
In other words, there is no habitat in the headwatey of the wild torrent fit
to be occupied by them as in that of the less wild or much mild forest strearn.

In this respect such a stream or a river may be contrasted with the so-
called rniddle rnountain river of European investigators, which also emerges
from the forest-covered land. However, it will be emphasized once more

   'M THmNEMANN, A., 1936, Alpjne Chironomiden. Archiv f. NyclrobjoJ., Bd. 30,
SS. 167-261.
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before ciosing this section that the classification of a river into geographical

regions.seems to be rather satisfactorlly accomplished in refe/:ence to the
iife zone arrangement of the second order, that is the faunal change even
in the region of the same ecological structure, but the classification of the
               ,river types under consideration is different from the geographical classifi-
cation of a river since the former is accomplished in this paper in refer-
ence to the life zone arrangement of the first order, or in short, the change
of the ecological strttcture even in the same faunal region.

                   Summary ef the present paper

    1. In this paper the life zone is interpreted from the synecological
point of view as an arrangement of specific synusiae and is considered as
a structure of synusia of a higher category, in which each specific synusia
as the component adjusts itself to its succeeding ones in its spatial as well
as its temporal distribution. Such generalizations are illustrated in the
first place in reference to the synusia of the family EcDyoNuRmAE, for it
is considered .as the most'characteristic one among various synusiae of
mayfly nymphs fouRd in Japanese torrents. Tlten two subsynusiae of this
fami!y, the Ecdyonunts-EPeoras synusia and the Cinygma-Rhithrogena synusia,
are again recognized by means of the Iife zolte analysis.

    2. There are recognizable two kinds of life zones within the same
synusial extension of mayfly nymphs. The life zone arrangement of the
first order is considered as correZated to such an environmentcai arrange-
ment as represented by the velocity of the stream, and that of the second
erder to the arrangement as represeiated by the water temperature, although
iR each case aRy environmental determinism should be carefully reiected.
In these two kinds of 'life zones that of the first order manifests a more
         sfundamentai character than that of the second order, because the velocity
of the stream is more directly cerrelated with the substratum on which
the aRimals under consideration live and on which their life forms are
pyimarily dependent, than with the water temperature. In other words,
as.an environmental factor the velocity of the stream seems to be more sel-
ective or exglusive in regard to the distribution of the animal than the wat"er

temperature, since the former is more specifically related to the question
of the occupancy of the habitat than the latter. Nevertheless, the distri-
bution of the velocity of the stream is more universal than the distribu-
tion of the temperature, at Ieast under the geographical conditions prevail
ing in our ernpire. Thtts, the distribution oS a species can be always seeR
from two quite different angies, and species belonging to the same life
form group are woven into a syRusia through these two kinds of life zone
arrangements as warp and woof, a synusia being oRe of the real categories
                        .analysed out from the biotic community as a whola
    3. The iife zone arrangement of the second order is further discussed
under the following headings: the distribution within the gtven river sy$tem,
the distribution in the Northern Japanese Alps and the distribution in the
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high latitude coinpa"ced with that in the high altitude. In this•connection
it is considered that the seasonal distribution, the vertical distribution and
the horizontai distribution are not separable from each other, or each of
them is recognized as a different phase of ehe same arrangement of life
zones of the second order. However, that the vertical distribution iR some
river system in the Northern Japanese Alps is .no more than a reproeuc-
tion of that in the lower altitude as the district of Kyoto on a mere larger
scale, and distrlbution in the high latitude is not always a mere projection
of that in the high altitude, is admitted by reason of the difference in the
characteristics of the habitat arrangemeRt as a whole in each of these
regions, even if the. Iife zone segregation itself may be regarded in either
case as correlated to the temperature arrangement.
    4. There aye recognizable two types of the river, the stream or the
torrent; oRe type is characterized by the presence of the zoRe of EPeoms
latifolium or its allies; the otlier type is characterized by their absence;
the latter is wildqr and pyobabiy more oligotropkic than the foriner. This
classification is not the classification of a river inte geographical regions
which seems to be more satisfactorily accompiished in refereRce to the life
zone arrangement of the second order, tkat is the faunal change even in
the regions of the same ecological structure, but is a classification of a river

into ecological types since it is accomplished in reference to the life zone
arrangemeRt of the first order, or in short, changes of the ecological struc-

ture in the syRttsia even in the same faunal region.

.


